
 

 

In his Name 

 اداره کل آموزش وپرورش استان سیستان وبلوچستان        

                                               15/10/1399تاریخ امتحان:                    شماره کلاس:                   نام و نام خانوادگی:                                      

نام آموزشگاه: نمونه نرجس)س(                                                دقیقه   80  زمان:                       3ن انگلیسی نام درس: زبا    

A: Guess a suitable picture for each sentence given below (1point)  

 

 

                 
 

              a                                                             b                                   c                              d 

 

1-The little baby suddenly burst in to tears. (..….) 

2- She is trying to look up the words that she needs for translating the English essay..  (……) 

3. A gray bird with short legs that can fly in the sky of cities is called. (…...) 

4. Jack couldn’t figure out what his friend was talking about. (……) 

  

B:Fill in the blanks using the words given. There is one extra word. (3points) 

appreciation- stands for- inspiration -burst- combination – compile- forgive  

5- If you…….. something, it means you make a book, list record using different pieces of information  . 

6- A:Do you know what IT ……… ?    B: Yes, Information Technology.  

7- I know what he did was wrong, but stop being angry with him and ……….. him .  

8- I'd like to give this golden watch as a mark of ……….. for all the work you've done for us. 

9- Hafez is known to be the ……. ...for many poets and authors. 

10-The new style of painting seems like an unusual …………………..of colors and lines. 

 

C: Match the words from column A with the definitions in column B. (Collocation) (1 point)  

        A                                               _B_______                        

11- take               a. mistake 

12- make              b. no pains  

13- spare              c. temperature  

14- hard                d. rain                                       

                                              e. of hearing 

  D: Fill the blanks with your own words. The first letter of each word has been given (1.5points)  

15. He can just speak one language. He is a  m - - - - - - - - - - .  

16. She works in a hospital and cures sick people. She is a p - - - - - - - - .   

17. I circled the dictionary e - - - - for the word "diction" 
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E:One word is different. Circle it. (1point) 

18- a. elementary              b. advanced               c. technical                  d. intermediate 

19- a. suggest                    b. expect                    c. recommend             d. advise 

20- a. lower                       b. boost                      c. expand                    d. increase 

21- a. morals                     b. functions                c. ethics                       d. principals 

                                                                               

F:Choose the best answer. (1.5points) 

22. I did not read the introduction and I………………. into the next part. 

      a. arranged                       b. checked                  c. jumped                       d. replied   

23. You can …………. your vocabulary by learning collocations. 

     a. contain                          b. expand                   c. compare                      d. employ 

24. The teacher …………… me to buy a learner’s dictionary. 

     a. provided                        b. prevented               c. recommended             d. repeated 

25. Hassan Omidzadeh was a ………... teacher who saved his students’ lives. 

      a. distinguished                 b. advanced               c. grateful                       d. technical 

26. Coca Cola …………… a lot of sugar. 

    a. highlights                        b. figures                   c. expands                     d. contains 

27. All people of about the same age within a society are called …………. .  

      a. heritage                         b. generation              c. memory                       d. childhood 

G: Match the definitions in column A with their words in column B. One word is extra in B (1point) 

28. To put things in a neat, attractive and useful order                                                            a. combination 

29. To know two languages perfectly                                                                                      b. failure 

30. A book in which you record your thoughts, feelings and daily happenings                      c. arrange 

31. a lack of success in doing something                                                                                  d. bilingual 

                                                                                                                                                   e. diary 

Grammar 

H:Make tag questions for each of the sentences given below. (2points) 

32. Children have broken the window, .....................?  

33. His father will buy a car next month, ….................?  

I:Change the following sentence into passive form. (1point) 

  34. The man stole her money yesterday.  
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     …………......................................... .  

                                               

J:Choose the best answer. (3 points)  

35. She donates blood every six months, ...................?  

a. didn't he                    b. doesn't she              c. didn't she                  d. doesn't he  

36. Many people ……………. in Iran-Iraq war.   

       a. are killed                   b. was killed               c. were killed               d. have killed  

37. The nurses………. work in this hospital are dedicated.             

  a. who                         b. whose                     c. which                       d. whom  

38. I can't forget the interesting movie …………. I watched last year. 

a. who                         b. where                             c. which                            d. whom 

39. This product ………………… at a low price since 3 years ago. 

       a. have sold                  b. has been sold               c. were sold                       d. was selling 

40. There was no important point in that history,…………… ? 

       a. is n't it                 b. was there                           c.was n't there                   d. is it  

K:Combine the sentence. Use an appropriate relative pronoun (who, whom and which) (1point) 

41. The students talked to the teacher. John met him before. 

……………………………………………………………………….. . 

Writing 

L:Complete the sentences with and, or , but and so. (2points) 

42. We can eat food at the restaurant, ….. we can eat it at home. 

43. Dr Gharib is a distinguished physician, ….. I didn’t know him. 

44. She got up early in the morning, …… she made an omelet herself. 

45. I didn’t have enough time, ….. I took a taxi. 

 

 M: Complete the following sentence and make a compound sentence.(1point) 

  46. I like chemistry, but ………………………………. .  

 
N: Cloze Test: Read the passage and then fill in the blanks with the words given in the box. One word is extra (3points) 

                              elders–values - unconditionally - care for- appreciate- sofa- experiences  

   If today we respect our parents, our present and future generations will carry those ….47… and will learn 

to respect us as well when we grow old. The…48… have a lot to share with us: their life …49…, their 

failures, their successes and many more. Thus, we must ….50…. them because they deserve. We should 

start with our parents, as they are our first teachers in our life. We should respect and care for them. No 

matter what we do in our lives, who we are, and where we live, we must love them as they love us …51…  . 

They feel honored when we …52…. their love and respect them. It is our duty to help them when they need 

us because they are not young enough to handle things on their own like before. 
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                                                            Reading Comprehension 

 

O:Read the following passage and answer the questions as required.( 7 points) 

 

Maryam Mirzakhani, the only woman who won Field Medal was born in Tehran. Maryam Mirzakhani 

achieved the gold medal level in the International Mathematic Olympiad in 1994.As a child, she loved to 

become a writer, but she eventually discovered a passion for mathematics. After graduating from Sharif 

University of Technology, she went to the U.S to get a Ph.D at Harvard University and later became a 

professor at Stanford University. She won the Field Medal award, the highest mathematical award, in 2014 

for her accomplishments in her work on Riemann surface, a complex mathematical subject. She was the first 

woman to win such an award. Mirzakhani was diagnosed with breast cancer in 2013.In 2016, the cancer 

spread to her bones and liver, and she died in 2017 at the age of 40 in California. Sharif University renamed 

its faculty of mathematics to "Mirzakhani". 

 

53. Which university did Mirzakhani choose for studying Ph.D? 

   ……………………………………………………………………….  . 

 

54. What was the cause of Mirzakhani's death? 

   ………………………………………………………………………  . 

 

55. The word complex in line 6 is closest in meaning with ………………  . 

 

    a. very complete                   b. so communicative             c.  very difficult                 d. so dangerous 

 

56. The underlined its in the last line refers to ……………..  . 

    a. Maryam Mirzakhani         b. Sharif University              c. Harvard University        d. Mirzakhani Faculty 

 

57. Maryam Mirzakhani died because of …………….. . 

    a. hard working                     b. building a university        c. winning the first medal       d. breast cancer    

  

 

58. Sharif University changed its faculty of mathematics to "Mirzakhani". 

             a. True ☐      b. False☐                          

    

59. In her childhood Maryam loved math.                                        

            a. True☐        b. False☐ 

  

 
 

 

 

Do your best and let God do the rest 

Sh. Noori 
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